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Facing Feelings in Faith
Communities

Congregational Resources for
Facing Feelings

Facing Feelings in Faith Communities is based
on a simple premise: We have emotions
because we need them. God created us as
affectively competent beings, William
Kondrath argues, to help us understand our
world and to give appropriate signals to
people around us about what we are
experiencing. Facing Feelings in Faith
Communities helps us restore our emotional
systems to their original state, or at least
invites us to imagine how we would live
differently if our emotional expressions were
more nearly congruent with the situations and
events we encounter.

Congregational Resources for Facing Feelings
is a companion collection to Facing Feelings in
Faith Communities by William Kondrath. This
collection of practical applications for
congregational situations in which exercising
greater emotional competence will improve
both our understanding of what is happening
and the effectiveness of our actions and
those of others.
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God’s Tapestry
Understanding and Celebrating Differences
In God's Tapestry, Kondrath shows us how to
embrace
our
multiculturalism—our
differences of race, culture, gender, age,
theology, language, sexual identity, and so
forth. He does this by exploring differences
on four levels—personal, interpersonal,
institutional,
and
cultural.
He
also
demonstrates a threefold process for
becoming multicultural: recognizing our
differences, understanding those differences
and their significance and consequences, and
valuing or celebrating those differences.
While ministry is the work of the faith
community, not only ordained or professional
staff, it is critical that leaders learn the art
and skill of recognizing, understanding, and
valuing differences.
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About the Author

William M. Kondrath is a consultant for VISIONS, Inc., a multicultural consulting and training organization; an executive coach; and co-editor
of the Journal of Religious Leadership. Visit his website at www.billkondrath.com.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT OFFER!

Use code 4F15KOND to save 20% on your print or eBook order thru December 31, 2016.

(*Discount cannot be combined with any other special offers and only applies to purchases made directly from R&L. Print and eBooks
cannot be combined in the same order. Ebooks must be ordered online.)
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